A strategic supportive model for health prevention in the elderly: profile of a Puerto Rican geriatric population in a public health sector.
To introduce the ASSUME study with the presentation of a clinical, socio-demographic, preventive and psychological profile of a geriatric population of patients who receive their health care in the General Internal Medicine Ambulatory Sector of our institution. The Assume study is a prospective, randomized trial which is directed at increasing the participation of patients in preventive health care strategies at a primary, secondary and tertiary level. In this paper we focus on the initial stage of the process which aims to define and synthesize predisposing risk factors in the geriatric patient which would be amenable to primary, secondary and tertiary preventive strategies. Through a process of patient interview profiles of a physical, social and psychological nature are have been constructed. With the availability of this profile a clearer definition of the potential benefit of preventive strategies could be established. In this paper we present the initial profile of patients of all patients randomized to the study as of Sept. 01, 1997. A total of 123 patients have been enrolled with 48(39%) males and 75(61%) females. The mean age of patients is 70 years with a median of 68 years. Cardiovascular disorders establish the leading disease events in our population of patients with Hypertension in 85%, Ischemic heart disease in 50%, Myocardial Infarction in 19% and 40% with a history of Congestive Heart failure. Diabetes and Heart Failure were seen in 40%. An average of 4.4 prescribed drugs per patient was documented. A minority of patients took more than 7 drugs and none took more than 9 medications. Most patients (67 or 55%) had not required hospitalizations in the preceding 12 months and none of the patients required more than 4 hospitalizations. The average LOS was 8.60 days. The Preventive Medicine profile reveals a large number of un-vaccinated adults. Regular cigarette smoking was seen in 12%. We have used the body mass index as a measure of adequacy of weight. We highlight the number of patients who have a BMI equivalent to an obese, severely obese or morbidly obese category (41%). The number of patients who follow a prescribed diet was found to be 54 patients for 44% of the study group. With regards to the interventions primarily designed for early cancer detecting, approximately half of the patients undergo the recommended annual screening interventions. The screening of visual accuracy was reported in 54%, dental screen (24%) and auditory screening (15%). Nearly a quarter of patients have severe depression. The CAPE testing reveal that in the information and orientation section most patients presented none or light dysfunction(87%). In the conductual phase marked or severe impairment was detected in 12% of patients. In the mental ability section 22% of patients presented marked or severe impairment. The geriatric population studied would benefit from modalities which would increment the modern modalities for primary and secondary prevention of disease. Follow-up studies will allow the evaluation of the effectiveness of the conceptual model proposed, which would increment the patient participation in these preventive modalities.